Abstract. Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a connected graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). We say a subset D of V (G) dominates G if every vertex in V \D is adjacent to a vertex in D. A generalization of this concept is (t, r) broadcast domination. We designate certain vertices to be towers of signal strength t, which send out signal to neighboring vertices with signal strength decaying linearly as the signal traverses the edges of the graph. We let T be the set of all towers, and we define the signal received by a vertex v ∈ V (G) from a tower w ∈ T to be f (v) = w∈T max(0, t − d(v, w)). Blessing, Insko, Johnson, Mauretour (2014) defined a (t, r) broadcast dominating set, or a (t, r) broadcast, on G as a set T ⊆ V (G) such that f (v) ≥ r for all v ∈ V (G). The minimal cardinality of a (t, r) broadcast on G is called the (t, r) broadcast domination number of G. In this paper, we present our research on the (t, r) broadcast domination number for certain graphs including paths, grid graphs, the slant lattice, and the king's lattice.
Introduction
Structures such as cell phone towers radiate signal to their surroundings. As the distance from the tower increases, the signal becomes weaker. Eventually, areas far enough away from the tower will not receive any signal. As a result, the towers must be placed strategically to provide signal to all areas while using as few towers as possible. The concept of (t, r) broadcasting models this scenario. Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a graph and T ⊆ V (G) be a set of broadcasting vertices, or "towers". Each broadcasting vertex is assigned a transmission strength of t, which sends signal to other vertices nearby. We define the signal received by a vertex v ∈ V (G) as
where w is a tower and d(v, w) denotes the distance between v and w. We use the term broadcast zone to describe the neighborhood N t−1 (w) := {v ∈ G : d(v, w) ≤ t − 1} that receives signal from a given tower w. We also use the term overlap to describe vertices in the broadcast zone of more than one tower.
In 2014, Blessing-Insko-Johnson-Mauretour [1] introduced the notion of (t, r) broadcast domination. A collection of vertices D ⊂ V (G) is a (t, r) broadcast dominating set for G if every w ∈ D is a broadcast tower of strength t and every vertex v ∈ V (G) receives a signal of at least r. The (t, r) broadcast domination number of G, denoted γ t,r (G), is the minimum cardinality of a (t, r) broadcast dominating set for G. An efficient broadcast is a (t, r) broadcast dominating set that minimizes wasted signal in the sense that every vertex in the overlap between multiple towers receives a signal of strength exactly r.
In this paper, we establish an explicit formula for the domination number on paths with n vertices, which we denote P n . An algorithm (written in SageMath) to generate the dominating set of P n for given t, r, and n is detailed in the Appendix. Theorem 1.1. If n ≥ 1 and t ≥ r ≥ 1, then γ t,r (P n ) = n + (r − 1) 2t − r .
We examine grid graphs with m rows and n columns, denoted G m,n . There are several notable previous results on the (t, r) broadcast domination of m × n grid graphs for small values of m. In particular, Blessing-Insko-Johnson-Mauretour [1] gave formulas for γ t,r (G 3,n ) and γ t,r (G 4,n ) when (t, r) ∈ {(3, 1), (2, 2) , (3, 2) }. In 2017, Randolph [3] proved an upper bound for t > 2 on G m,n . We establish an explicit formula for the domination number of an m×n grid graph for n ≥ 2t−r−(m−2) and 2t − r > m − 1. Theorem 1.2. If m ≥ 2, n ≥ 2t − r − (m − 2), and 2t − r > m − 1, then γ t,r (G m,n ) = 2 + n − (2t − r − (m − 2)) (2t − r − (m − 2)) − 1 .
We also consider the (t, r) broadcast domination number of 3-dimensional grid graphs of size m × n × k, whose vertices are subsets of Z 3 with edges joining vertices that are distance 1 apart. Theorem 1.3. Let G m,n,k be a 3D grid graph, and let B be the number of (t, r) starting blocks required to construct a 3D grid graph that completely covers G m,n,k . Since each starting block is efficiently dominated by 2 towers, then γ t,r (G m,n,k ) ≤ 2 · B.
Finally, we consider the slant grid graph with m rows and n columns, denoted S m,n , and the king's grid graph with m rows and n columns, denoted K m,n . We establish an explicit formula for the domination number of K m,n when t > r and m ≤ 2(t − r) + 1. We also find efficient broadcasting domination patterns on the infinite king's lattice for (t, 1) and (t, 2).
Outline of Paper. In Section 2, we give the (t, r) broadcast domination number of paths on n vertices in terms of t, r, and n. Section 3 is focused on proving the (t, r) broadcast domination number of m × n grid graphs and develops the notion of a (t, r) starting block which is used throughout the remainder of the paper. We then generalize our results on the m × n grid graph to the 3D grid graph in Section 4 and give upper bounds on the (t, r) broadcast domination number of m × n × k 3D grid graphs. Finally, in Section 5 we give efficient broadcast domination sets for certain t and r for both the finite king's grid graph and the infinite king's lattice. We also leverage previous results of Harris-Luque-Flores-Sepulveda [2] for the infinite triangular lattice to give upper bounds on the (t, r) broadcast domination number of the m × n slant grid graph.
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(t, r) Broadcast Domination of Paths
In this section we study the (t, r) broadcast domination number of paths on n vertices. In fact, we are able to give the (t, r) broadcast domination number of P n for any t ≥ r ≥ 1. We begin by considering the size of the overlap needed between two towers in order to build an efficient broadcast for P n .
Lemma 2.1. Given a (t, r) broadcast dominating set D of a path P n , any two consecutive broadcast vertices in D have an overlap in their broadcast zones of at least r − 1 vertices.
Proof. Consider γ t,t−k (P n ), which is the size of an optimal (t, t − k) broadcast dominating set. Without overlap, there will be t − k − 1 vertices in the broadcast zone of a tower that receive insufficient signal. Each of these vertices needs to receive signal from another tower. Thus, the amount of overlap between two broadcast towers needs to be at least t−k−1. Note that the required reception is just r = t − k, so the amount of the overlapped vertices is at least t − k − 1 = r − 1, as desired.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1 using Lemma 2.1.
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Figure 1. First Vertices of the Efficiently Dominated Path
Proof. To construct an optimal dominating set by maximizing the size of a broadcast tower's broadcast zone, we want the first vertex of the path to have reception r, as shown in Figure 1 . There are t − r vertices from the first vertex to the broadcast tower and t vertices following the broadcast tower that receive reception from this tower, so the size of the broadcast zone is then 2t − r. So, we want to partition the path into groups of 2t − r vertices, and place a tower in each partition. If no overlap was necessary, the number of towers used would be n 2t−r . However, there is necessary overlap required so that all vertices have at least reception r. We know r − 1 vertices in each broadcast zone also belong to another broadcast zone. If overlap is required, which is when r > 1, we need more towers. To account for the towers needed for the r − 1 overlapped vertices in each partition, which are size 2t − r, we must add r − 1 to the number of vertices n. Therefore, we've constructed a dominating set on a path with n vertices that uses n+r−1 2t−r towers. Now we will show that the dominating set of order
2t−r is minimal. Let P be a path on n vertices. We know
is a dominating set. Assume there is a smaller dominating set of order n+(r−1) 2t−r − 1. Again, we want the first vertex to have reception r. If we remove one tower, we lose one broadcast zone. This means that there are vertices with insufficient reception. We can try to shift the remaining towers to cover those vertices, but that would leave us with insufficient reception at the beginning or end of the path. So, there exists no smaller dominating set.
After finding γ t,r (P n ), we wrote an algorithm that generates a dominating set for a given n vertices, and some t and r. A link to the algorithm is provided in the Appendix.
(t, r) Broadcast Domination of Grid Graphs
Significant work on the (t, r) broadcast domination number of grid graphs was carried out by Blessing-Insko-Johnson-Mauretour in [1] , as outlined in the introduction. We now extend these results in several directions, both for more general values of t and r and for larger families of grid graphs.
In order to construct our (t, r) broadcast dominating sets, we introduce the notion of a (t, r) starting block, which is a grid that is efficiently dominated by two towers of strength t. We will construct a (t, r) starting block for the m × n grid graph inductively in Lemma 3.2. However, we will begin by proving our base case in Lemma 3.1.
Proof. We use proof by induction and induct on both t and r. First, let our base case for both proofs be the (2, 1) case. A 2 × 3 grid graph is efficiently dominated with two towers, as shown in Assume, by induction, that γ t,1 (G 2,(2t−1) ) = 2. We will show that γ (t+1),1 (G 2,(2(t+1)−1) ) = 2. By increasing the strength of both broadcasting towers to t + 1, all vertices that had reception 1 in the (t, 1) case now have reception 3. So, the grid efficiently dominated by 2 towers of strength (t + 1) will have more columns than the one dominated by 2 towers of strength t. We want the vertices that have reception 3 to have reception 1, and we can accomplish this by moving the broadcasting towers further from each other. Moving the tower in the bottom row 2 columns further away from the first broadcasting tower brings the minimum reception back to 1 and gives us the efficient broadcast we want. The size of the grid is 2 more columns than the size of the grid that was dominated by towers of strength t, so n in the t + 1 case is 2t − 1 + 2 = 2(t + 1) − 1, as desired. Now assume, by induction, that for any r < t we have γ t,r (G 2,(2t−r) ) = 2. We will show that γ t,r+1 (G 2,(2t−(r+1)) ) = 2. Since the required reception for each vertex is now r + 1 in the (t, r + 1) case, all the vertices that had reception r in the (t, r) case now have insufficient reception. In order for them to have reception of at least r + 1, we must move the second broadcast tower closer to the first broadcast tower. Since r + 1 is the necessary reception, moving the second broadcast tower 1 column closer to the first broadcast tower provides those towers with the necessary reception. So, the grid has one less column than the (t, r) case, so the number of columns is 2t − r − 1, which is 2t − (r + 1), as desired.
We are now ready to construct the starting block for m and n sufficiently large.
Proof. Let n = 2t − r − (m − 2). We will induct on m. Our base case is γ t,r (G 2,(2t−r) ) = 2 holds by Lemma 3.1. Now assume by induction that γ t,r (G m,n ) = 2. We will show that γ t,r (G m+1,n−1) ) = 2.
We know that the grid graph G m,n , where n = 2t − r − (m − 2), is efficiently dominated by 2 towers, one in the upper left-hand corner and one in the lower right-hand corner. If we increase the number of rows to m + 1, we must change the position of the second broadcast tower so that all vertices have reception r. We want the new row to be efficiently dominated, so we shift the tower in the m th row to the (m + 1) st row; however, that means there are now vertices with insufficient reception. Since shifting down a row increases the distance between the towers by 1, we must also shift the broadcast tower in the (m + 1) st row from the n th column to the (n − 1) th column. We now have an efficiently (t, r) broadcast dominated grid of size (m+1)×n−1. Thus, γ t,r (G m+1,n−1) ) = 2, as desired.
We now use Lemma 3.2 to give our general results for γ t,r (G m,n ).
Proof. We will construct our (t, r) broadcast domination set beginning with a starting block with two broadcast vertices, as described in Lemma 3.2. We now need to dominate the remaining n − (2t − r − (m − 2)) columns of G m,n . We will place the next tower after the starting block 2t − r − (m − 2) − 1 columns away in the top row. This creates another partition of our grid graph equivalent in size to the starting block. We continue to distribute towers at these distances, alternating their placement between the top and bottom row until we reach the end of the graph. Adding the two towers of the starting block, we arrive at the formula 2 + n−(2t−r−(m−2)) (2t−r−(m−2))−1 , which is the size of our dominating set. Now, we show that the dominating set we've constructed is minimal. We've already proven that the starting block is efficiently dominated in Lemma 3.2. The following blocks are modeled after the starting block, so they are also efficiently dominated. Therefore, if we made any of these blocks larger by spreading the towers further apart, then there would be vertices with insufficient reception in between them. So, the dominating set we've constructed is minimal, and 2 + n−(2t−r−(m−2)) (2t−r−(m−2))−1 is the (t, r) domination number of the m × n grid graph if n ≥ 2t − r − (m − 2) and 2t − r > m − 1.
(t, r) Broadcast Domination of the 3D Grid Graph
In this section, we consider 3-dimensional grid graphs of size m×n×k, whose vertices are subsets of Z 3 with edges joining vertices that are distance 1 apart. We will denote these 3D grid graphs by G m,n,k where m, n, k ∈ N. We begin by considering a simple case, namely the (2, 1) broadcast domination number for G 2,2,k when k ≥ 1.
Proof. Figure 3 illustrates how G 2,2,5 can be (2, 1) broadcast dominated by a set D ⊂ V (G), in the case that k = 5. We can construct a (2, 1) broadcast dominating set D for any k by continuing this pattern of placing a tower at each level in the k direction and alternating the placement of these towers between pairs of vertices on opposite diagonals in the (m, n) plane. Notice that at every level in the k direction the two vertices in the (m, n) plane that are adjacent to a broadcast vertex only receive signal 1. So D is indeed a minimal (2, 1) broadcast dominating set.
Analogously to grid graphs, we will call a 3-dimensional block that is efficiently (t, r) broadcast dominated by 2 towers a (t, r) starting block. We now construct a (t, 1) starting block for the 3D grid.
Proof. We proceed by induction on t. Our base case is G 2,2,2 which can be (2, 1) broadcast dominated by 2 towers. Assume that G 2,2,(2t−2) is (t, 1) broadcast dominated by 2 towers. We then show that G 2,2,2t is dominated by 2 towers of strength t + 1. When we increase the strength of the towers from t to t + 1, vertices that receive signal 1 have their signal increased to 3. This means we can move one of our towers distance two away from these vertices. We will do so in the k direction. This will add two extra layers to our starting block. As a result, strengthening the tower by 1 changes the dimension of our starting block from 2 × 2 × (2t − 2) to 2 × 2 × 2t, as desired.
Using Lemma 4.1, we now find a (t, r) starting block of the 3D grid graph for r ≥ 1. Figure 3 . A (2, 1) broadcast domination set for G 2,2,5 with broadcast towers in red.
Proof. We will proceed by induction on r. Lemma 4.1 proves our base case of (t, r) = (t, 1). Assume γ t,r (G 2,2,(2t−r−1) ) = 2. We will show γ t,r (G 2,2,(2t−r−2) ) = 2. If we increase r to r + 1, then vertices that received a signal of r will no longer be dominated by our pattern of towers. Therefore, we must move one of the towers distance one closer to the other in our starting block. Specifically, we choose to move a tower one distance closer in the k direction. This reduces the number of layers in our starting block by 1 from k = 2t − r − 1 to k = 2t − r − 2. A pattern can be found between the sum of lengths of a 3D grid and its respective starting block. This relationship is made explicit in the following result.
Theorem 4.2. Fix (t, r) with t ≥ r. If a starting block for (t, r) has dimensions m×n×k, then any block with dimensions m ′ × n ′ × k ′ satisfying m ′ + n ′ + k ′ = m + n + k can be efficiently dominated with 2 towers of strength t.
Proof. Suppose we have a (t, r) starting block G with dimensions m × n × k. By definition of a starting block, γ t,r (G) = 2. Let q = m + n + k. Choose m ′ , n ′ , and k ′ , satisfying m ′ + n ′ + k ′ = q, to be the dimensions of another 3-dimensional grid graph G ′ . If G ′ is a starting block, then we are done.
Note that a shortest path between the (1, 1, 1) and (m, n, k) vertices of G m,n,k is a path on m + n + k − 2 vertices as shown in Figure 4 . So we know that at least two broadcasting towers are required to (t, r) broadcast dominate G ′ . We show that two towers suffice.
Consider G ′ with two broadcasting towers, placed so that they are as far away from each other as possible. Let v be the vertex at position (x, y, z), and let v ′ be the vertex at position (x ′ , y ′ , z ′ ) within G ′ . Let w 1 and w 2 denote the broadcasting towers, where w 1 is at position (1, 1, k) and w 2 is at position (m, n, 1).
We first confirm that all vertices receiving signal from a single broadcast tower have sufficient reception within the m ′ × n ′ × k ′ grid.
As long as m ′ + n ′ + k ′ = q, we know a path of minimal length between the two broadcast zones has m + n + k − 2 vertices. Moreover, m + n + k − 2 = 2t − r + 1. Any vertex that only requires reception from one broadcast tower is at most t − r away from a broadcast tower. So, if
Then, let us assume that v in G and v ′ in G ′ receive signal from both broadcasting towers on their respective graphs. Because v is on a starting block, we know it receives r worth of signal. Using the definition of reception we have that
Now, for the grid graph with dimensions m ′ × n ′ × k ′ , we find the reception r ′ at v ′ using the same methods as above. In this case the broadcast towers, w ′ 1 and w ′ 2 , are at (1, 1, k ′ ) and (m ′ , n ′ , 1), respectively. Thus
This allows to conclude that r ′ (v ′ ) = r(v). Thus all vertices in m ′ ×n ′ ×k ′ lying within the broadcast zones of the two towers have adequate reception.
Moving on from a grid with fixed m and n, we look at grids with larger m and fixed k, and vary n.
Theorem 4.3. There exists a 3−dimensional starting block with dimensions 3 × n × 2 where n = (2t − r − 1) − 1 and t > 2.
Proof. We use proof by induction and induct on t and r. Let our base case be the (3, 1) case. A 3 × 3 × 2 grid graph can be efficiently dominated by two towers.
Next, assume for r = 1 a grid graph with dimensions 3 × (2t − 3) × 2 is efficiently dominated by two towers of strength t. We then show that 2 towers of strength (t + 1) efficiently dominate a grid graph of size 3 × (2(t + 1) − 3) × 2.
By increasing the strength of both broadcasting towers to t + 1 and keeping r = 1, all overlapped vertices that had reception 1 in the (t, r) case now have 3. So, the grid graph efficiently dominated by two towers of strength (t + 1) will be larger than the one dominated by 2 towers with strength t. We want the towers that have reception 3 to have reception 1, and we can achieve this by moving the broadcast towers further from each other. By expanding the grid graph in the n direction by 2, shifting the second broadcasting tower accordingly to (3, n + 2, 2), and keeping the first tower at (1, 1, 1), we have an efficient broadcast domination set. The size of the grid is 2 columns larger than the size of the grid dominated by the towers of strength t, so n in the t+1 case is 2t−1 = 2(t+1)−3, as desired. Now, we assume for some fixed t with some r that a grid graph of size 3 × (2t − r − 2) × n is efficiently dominated by two broadcast towers of strength t. Then, we want to show that for (t, r + 1), a grid of size 3 × (2t − (r + 1) − 2) × 2 can be efficiently dominated with 2 broadcast towers.
Since the required reception is now r + 1 in the (t, r + 1) case, all the vertices that had reception r in the (t, r) case now have insufficient reception. In order for them to have reception at least r + 1, we must move the second broadcast tower closer to the first broadcast tower. Since r + 1 is the necessary reception, we move the second tower in the −n direction by 1. So, the grid has
By induction, we have then shown for some (t, r), a grid size 3 × (2t − r − 2) × n can be efficiently dominated by 2 broadcasting towers.
Next we find a starting block for a grid with fixed dimensions 3 and varying k. Proof. We use proof by induction and induct on t > 2. Let our base case be (t, r) = (3, 1). Observe that the starting block for (3, 1) on G 3,3,k is G 3,3,2 , which shows k = 2t − 4 holds. We will show for t + 1 that k = 2(t + 1) − 4. This simplifies to k = 2t − 2. Increasing t to t + 1 increases the reception of overlapped vertices with reception 1 to reception 3. This implies that we can move our towers distance 2 away from these vertices and still maintain an efficient dominating pattern. We choose to move the towers in the k direction. It follows that the number of layers in our starting block is now k = 2t − 2 = 2(t + 1) − 4, as desired.
When we increase our requirement by 1, we arrive at the following size for the starting block on a 3D grid graph with fixed dimensions of 3 and varying k. Proof. We use proof by induction and induct on t. First, let our base case be (3, 2) . A 3 × 3 × 1 grid graph can be efficiently dominated by two towers.
Then we assume for r = 2 a grid graph with dimensions 3 × 3 × 2t − 5 is efficiently dominated by two towers of strength t. We then show that 2 towers of strength t + 1 efficiently dominates a grid graph of size 3 × 3 × 2(t + 1) − 5.
By increasing the strength of both broadcasting towers to t + 1, all overlapped vertices that had reception 2 in the (t, 2) case now have reception 4. So, the 3 × 3 × k grid graph that is efficiently dominated by 2 towers of strength t + 1 will be larger than the one dominated by 2 towers with strength t. We want the towers that have reception 4 to have reception 2, and we can achieve this by moving the broadcast towers further from each other. By expanding the grid graph in the k direction by 2, shifting the second broadcasting tower accordingly to (3, 3, k + 2), and keeping the first tower at (1, 1, 1) , we have constructed an efficient broadcast domination set. The size of the grid is 2 larger in the k direction than the grid dominated by the towers of strength t, so k in the t + 1 case is 2t − 3 = 2t + 2 − 5 = 2(t + 1) − 5, as desired.
One
Proof. We've defined a starting block to be a grid graph that is efficiently dominated by two towers. If we take some 3D graph G m,n,k and cover it using a starting block of a certain size, we have (t, r) dominated G m,n,k , since each starting block is dominated, so we have constructed a dominating set. There are 2 towers per each starting block, so we know the size of the dominating set, which is 2 · B, where B is the number of starting blocks used. Since we've constructed a dominating set, we have that
as desired.
(t, r) Broadcast Domination of Other Grid Graphs
In this section we study the (t, r) broadcast domination number of slant grid graphs and the king's grid graphs. Through this section we give efficient (t, r) broadcast domination sets for certain values of t and r for both the king's grid graph and the infinite king's lattice. We also leverage previous results of Harris-Luque-Flores-Sepulveda [2] for the infinite triangular lattice to give upper bounds on the (t, r) broadcast domination number of the m × n slant grid graph.
Slant grid graphs.
A slant lattice is a graph similar to the grid graph, but each vertex is adjacent to a vertex diagonal from its position. There are two options for the direction of the slant, we will choose the one pictured in Figure 5 . We will let S m,n denote a slant grid graph on m rows and n columns. We note that the infinite slant lattice is isomorphic to the triangular lattice, and Harris-Luque-Flores-Sepulveda extensively covered the efficient domination of the infinite triangular lattice in [2] . Their paper also covers the (t, r) broadcast domination of the triangular matchstick graph, which is a specific type of subgraph of the infinite triangular lattice. Note that S m,n is also a subgraph of the triangular lattice. We will apply one of the main results of [2] 
2 ). Theorem 5.1 was stated for the infinite triangular grid, where the interior triangles are equilateral. However, if we let α 1 = (−1, 0) and α 2 = (1, 1) , then Theorem 5.1 describes the placement of towers on S m,n . Since we are thinking of S m,n as a subgraph of the infinite triangular lattice, we will always assume that its bottom left corner is at the origin. We will also assume that this vertex is always a dominating vertex, as outlined in [2] . Note that a tower in S m,n has as a hexagonal broadcast zone.
Lemma 5.1. A single tower at the origin can dominate S n,n , if n = t − r + 1.
Proof. The distance from the origin, which is a broadcasting tower, to the farthest vertex that can be (t, r) dominated by that tower is t − r. That implies a grid that is t − r + 1 by t − r + 1 vertices is dominated by a single tower at the origin.
In order to construct (t, r) broadcast dominating sets for the m × n slant grid graph we introduce the notion of a starting tile. A (t, r) starting tile is an m × n slant grid graph, where m = t − r + 1 and n is the number of columns required so that the last tower dominating the tile is at (p, 0), for some p ∈ N. See Figure 7 for an example.
When looking for a good starting tile, Lemma 5.1 dictates the number of rows of the tile. Then, using Theorem 5.1, we can generate upper bounds for γ t,r (S m,n ) for certain values of (t, r). If we take a slice of the slant lattice with an efficient dominating pattern, as depicted in Figure  6 such that the bottom corners of the slice are towers, we get a starting tile, which is depicted in Figure 7 . The red edges depict the broadcast zone of five towers, three of which are on the tile, and the red vertices depict the towers. If m = 2p + ℓ for ℓ ∈ {0, 1} and n = 8q + k for k ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7}, then γ 2,1 (S m,n ) ≤ (4(q + 1) + 1)(p + 1) if both ℓ and k are nonzero.
Proof. Taking a 2 × 8 slice of the the efficient domination pattern from Theorem 5.1 on the infinite lattice, we generate a 2 × 8 starting tile, depicted in Figure 7 . This starting tile has the first tower at (0, 0) and the last tower at (7, 0), and there are 5 total towers required to dominate this grid graph on the lattice; therefore, the (2, 1) domination number of the starting tile is at most 5. We want to use this tile to dominate an m × n grid and produce an upper bound for γ t,r (S m,n ). First, when tiling horizontally, we have at most 5 towers for every 8 columns of vertices. This implies that if n = 8q, the (2, 1) domination number of S 2,n is bounded by 5q.
Since there is a tower in both the bottom left and right corners of a 2×8 tile, adding an additional 2 × 8 tile horizontally overcounts the number of towers by one. Thus, the domination number of S 2,n can be bounded by 5q − (q − 1) = 4q + 1. We then look at tiling vertically. The tile dominates 2 rows of vertices, so we only need to place a tile for every 2 rows; therefore, if m = 2p, we conclude that the (2, 1) domination number of S m,n is bounded by (4q + 1)p, as desired.
If m = 2p + ℓ for ℓ = 1 and n = 8q + k for k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 7}, we need to add extra tiles to dominate these remainder columns. We do this by using q + 1 and p + 1 in our formula, which is the second bound.
We give the following bounds for t, r, m, and n using the same methods outlined in Theorem 5.2 in Table 1. (t, r) m n Upper bound for γ t,r (S m,n ) when k, ℓ = 0
Upper bound for γ t,r (S m,n ) when k, ℓ > 0 (2, 1) 2p + ℓ, ℓ ∈ {0, 1} 8q + k, k ∈ {0, ..., 7} (4q + 1)p (4q + 5)(p + 1) (3, 1) 3p + ℓ, ℓ ∈ {0, 1, 2} 20q + k, k ∈ {0, ..., 19} (7q + 1)p (7q + 8)(p + 1) (3, 2) 2p + ℓ, ℓ ∈ {0, 1} 14q + k, k ∈ {0, ..., 13} (6q + 1)p (6q + 7)(p + 1) (4, 2) 3p + ℓ, ℓ ∈ {0, 1, 2} 15q + k, k ∈ {0, ..., 14} (14q + 1)p (14q + 15)(p + 1) (4, 3) 2p + ℓ, ℓ ∈ {0, 1} 22q + k, k ∈ {0, ..., 21} (8q + 1)p (8q + 9)(p + 1) (5, 4) 2p + ℓ, ℓ ∈ {0, 1} 32q + k, k ∈ {0, ..., 31} (10q + 1)p (10q + 11)(p + 1) Table 1 . Upper bounds for γ t,r (S m,n ).
Further work can be done to tighten the upper bounds given above, and generate more bounds for more choices of (t, r), m, and n. We can also use our starting tile strategy to find the (t, r) broadcast domination number for S 2,n , instead of an upper bound. That process is detailed below.
Lemma 5.2. For S 2,n , if n ≤ 2t − 2, then γ t,1 (S 2,n ) = 1.
Proof. We first consider when n = 2t − 2. In this case, n is always even, so we place a tower in the n 2 column and bottom row. Placement on the bottom row guarantees that the tower is incident to a diagonal edge. We then show that all columns are receiving at least 1 reception from the broadcasting tower.
To the left of the broadcasting tower, reception spreads as it would in a grid graph. The second tower in Figure 8 illustrates this. We want the vertex farthest from the broadcasting tower to have reception 1. Since that vertex is in the top row, the vertex in the bottom row will have reception 2, so there are t − 2 columns to the left of the broadcasting tower.
The slant edge comes into play when we look at the columns that are to the right of the broadcasting tower. Because of this slanted edge, vertices in the top and bottom row have the same reception to the right of the tower, because they are both adjacent to the same vertex. So, there are t − 1 columns to the right of the broadcasting tower. Thus, the total number of columns that are (t, 1) dominated is given by n = t − 1 + t − 2 + 1 = 2t − 2, as desired.
Since n = 2t − 2 is the maximum number of columns that can be dominated with 1 tower, any 2 × n slant grid graph with less than 2t − 2 columns also has a domination number of 1, so γ t,1 (S 2,n ) = 1 for n ≤ 2t − 2.
Lemma 5.3. If n ≤ 2(t − r) and t > r, then γ t,r (S 2,n ) = 1.
Proof. We place the broadcast tower anywhere on the bottom row, and then count the maximum number of columns that are (t, r) dominated by that single broadcast tower.
To the right of the broadcast tower, the slant diagonal forces vertices in the bottom and top row that are adjacent to the same vertex to have the same reception. So, both vertices in the last column have reception r. Therefore, there are t − r columns to the right of the broadcast tower.
On the left side of the tower, signal spreads as it would in a grid, so the vertex in the first column, bottom row will have reception r + 1, meaning there are t − r − 1 columns to the left of the broadcasting tower.
The total number of columns that are (t, r) dominated by this single tower vertex, including the column the tower is located in, is given by n = t − r + t − r − 1 + 1 = 2(t − r), as desired.
Theorem 5.3. If n = 4t − 3r and t > r, placing towers on the top row, (t − r + 1) th column and the bottom row, (n − (t − r + 1)) th column, creates an efficient dominating set, and γ t,r (S 2,n ) = 2. Proof. We construct the dominating set on S 2,n as shown in the example in Figure 8 , where there is a broadcasting tower, v, in the top row, (t − r + 1) th column, and a second broadcast tower, w, in the bottom row, n − (t − r + 1) th column.
We then show that when {v, w} forms an efficient dominating set for S m,n , it must be that n = 4t − 3r. To establish this we use a proof by induction.
Let (2, 1) be our base case. As shown in Figure 8 , we see that the 2 × 5 slant grid graph is efficiently dominated by two broadcasting towers, and 5 = 4(2) − 3(1). So, we assume that n = 4k − 3r for all (k, 1) with 2 ≤ k ≤ t. We must now show that n = 4(t + 1) − 3 for (t + 1, 1).
By increasing the strength of the broadcasting tower to t + 1, n must be larger so we can continue to have an efficient dominating set. As a result of increasing the strength to t + 1, vertices that were distance t − r from a tower now have a signal of 3, where reception 2 is from the tower t − r away from that vertex, and reception 1 is from the other tower, which is t − r + 1 away. For example, if the towers in Figure 8 were strength 3, the vertices in the third column would have reception 3, 2 from the tower they are adjacent to and 1 from the other tower. So, we can shift the broadcasting towers away from each other. We move the one in the top row a column to the left, and shift the second tower a column to the right. This fixes the overlap inside of the grid graph, but the grid graph could have more columns. Let's look at the first broadcasting tower. The vertex we shifted the tower onto used to have reception t − 1 but now has reception t + 1, since it is the new tower location. That means its reception has increased by 2 as we moved between the (t, 1) and the (t + 1, 1) case. So, there can be 2 more columns to the left of this broadcasting tower in the grid graph, because vertices in the top and bottom row will have the same reception with the slant. We see a similar result with the second broadcasting tower, so there can also be two more columns added to the right of the second broadcasting tower. So, we have 4 more columns than we did in the (t, 1) case; therefore n = 4t − 3 + 4 = 4t + 1 = 4(t + 1) − 3, as desired.
Now that we have shown that n = 4t − 3 for all (t, 1), we now show n = 4t − 3r for all (t, r). Assume that n = 4t−3r for some fixed t. We want to show for (t, r +1) that n = 4t−3(r +1). Since more reception is required, the towers must be closer together than they were before. We keep the position of the first tower fixed and move the second tower one column to the left, so vertices in between the towers have at least reception r + 1. We then consider the new size of the efficiently dominated grid. The vertices in the first column have reception r, so we do not want this column in our grid anymore. That means we have one less column to the left of the first broadcast tower. Then, we look at the second broadcast tower. We already have one less column because we moved the second tower to the left, but we still have a column to the right of the broadcast tower where both vertices have reception r. By getting rid of that column, we now have a grid graph with 3 less columns than before, so for (t, r + 1), n = 4t − 3r − 3 = 4t − 3(r + 1), as desired.
Therefore, if n = 4t − 3r and t > r, there exists an efficient broadcast dominating set on S 2,n with 2 towers. Proof. We first construct a broadcast dominating set with cardinality 2(n+r−1) 4t−2r−1 . We use the starting block construction in Theorem 5.3. Figure 9 . Beginning of the constructed dominating set.
We place our first tower on the top row and (t − r + 1) th column, as shown in Figure 9 . All the vertices to the left of the tower have at least reception r, so we only need to continue placing towers to the right of the broadcast tower. To waste as little signal as possible, we add a broadcasting tower in the bottom row, and construct our starting block. Therefore, we have 4t − 3r columns of S 2,n broadcast dominated. To continue dominating the grid, we want to use as many starting blocks as possible. However, we cannot just divide the columns into 4t − 3r blocks, because there are columns between the starting blocks that receive sufficient reception from the broadcast towers on either side of them. Both vertices in each of these columns have the same reception, as shown in the first and last columns in Figure 9 .
The number of such columns between any two broadcast zones is given by r − 1, which we can conclude from Lemma 2.1. To account for this, we partition the grid into blocks with 4t−3r+r−1 = 4t − 2r − 1 columns, except for the rightmost block; there are no towers to the right that contribute signal. Since each block has 2 broadcasting towers, the size of the dominating set we've constructed is 2(n+r−1) 4t−2r−1 . Thus, γ t,r (S 2,n ) ≤ 2(n+r−1) 4t−2r−1 . We now show there does not exist a dominating set with less than 2(n+r−1) 4t−2r−1 towers. We cannot move the first tower any further away from the first column, because then vertices in the first column would have insufficient reception. We also cannot move the towers further away from each other, since we showed in Theorem 5.3 that the starting block is efficient; if the towers were further apart, vertices between the towers that have reception exactly r would then have insufficient reception. Therefore, there is no way to use fewer towers than are used in our dominating set, so we can conclude
5.2.
King's grid graph and lattice. A king's lattice is a graph that models the possible moves a king can make on an infinite chessboard. A king's grid graph K m,n can be defined as an m × n grid graph where each vertex is connected to all of its diagonally adjacent vertices. Just like grid graphs, m and n will denote the number of rows and columns of the finite subgraph of the king's lattice, respectively. The following lemma gives us a general starting block for a king's grid graph of arbitrary finite dimensions.
Lemma 5.4. For t > r and m ≤ 1 + 2(t − r), if n = 4t − 3r + 1, then γ t,r (K m,n ) = 2.
Remark 5.1. The first broadcasting tower is at (t − r + 1, m 2 ), and the second broadcasting tower is at (n − (t − r + 1), m 2 ). Proof. Assume that a starting block has n = 4t − 3r + 1 columns. We will induct on t, holding r and m fixed, using (t, r) = (2, 1) as our base case. Figure 10 shows the efficient dominating pattern for (t, r) = (2, 1) on K 3,n . The equality holds, as we have a starting block of n = 4(2) − 3(1) + 1 = 6 columns. Assume n = 4t − 3(1) + 1 = 4t − 2 holds. Now we will show it holds for n = 4(t + 1) − 2 = 4t + 2. If we increase t to t + 1, overlapped vertices that previously had reception r now have reception r + 3. To maintain efficiency, we move the broadcasting towers further to the right. We shift the first broadcast vertex one column to the right, so that vertices in the first column have reception r; however, vertices between the towers now have r +4 reception instead of r. So, we must shift the second tower even further to the right. Shifting 4 columns to the right returns vertices with r + 4 reception to reception r, These observations show that the number of columns in our starting block will expand by 4 columns.
We will now induct on r. Let (t, r) = (t, 1) be our base case. Assume n = 4t − 3r + 1 holds for r, Now we must show n = 4t − 3(r + 1) + 1 = 4t − 3r − 2 holds. Increasing r to r + 1 will require us to move our first tower one column to the left, so that vertices in the first columns have reception r. Vertices between the broadcasting towers that had reception r now have reception r − 1, so the second broadcasting tower must be shifted 2 columns to the left. This results in a starting block being reduced by a total of 3 columns, giving us n = 4t − 3r − 2. Proof. We first construct the dominating set on the king's grid graph. All towers are placed on row m 2 , which ensures that the vertices in the rows above and below will have sufficient reception. We place the first broadcasting tower in the t − r + 1 column, so that all vertices in the first column have reception r. We then place the second broadcasting tower so that we've constructed a starting block, as detailed in Lemma 5.4. We want to break the rest of the grid graph into these starting blocks, but we must consider the r − 1 columns of overlap between the second broadcasting tower and the first broadcasting tower of the next block. Since we already know that the starting block has 4t − 3r + 1 columns, we can create a larger block with 4t − 3r + 1 + r − 1 = 4t − 2r columns, and add in the r − 1 columns for each of these blocks, except for the rightmost block; there are no towers to the right that contribute signal.
Each of these enlarged blocks has 2 towers, so
Now we show that our dominating set is minimal. We can't move the first tower any farther into the grid graph, since vertices in the first column have reception r. We also cannot move towers any further apart, since the starting block is efficient. We cannot move starting blocks farther apart, because the shortest path between the second tower of a block and the first tower of the next block, where each vertex is on a new column, requires r −1 vertices of overlap, which we showed in Lemma 2.1. Therefore,
We now provide results on the infinite king's lattice. Here we discuss the spread of a single tower, which we use to find the efficient broadcasting domination patterns for (t, r) ∈ {(t, 1), (t, 2)}.
Remark 5.2. The broadcast zone for a tower of strength t in the king's lattice has dimensions 2t − 1 × 2t − 1. The spread of the broadcast zone can be seen in Figure 11 . Now we define a method for determining the shortest path between two vertices in the king's lattice. The following lemma is used to develop our results for the efficient broadcasting domination patterns for (t, 1) and (t, 2).
Lemma 5.5. If we have a point (x, y) and a point (p, q) in the king's lattice, the distance would be determined by d K ((x, y), (p, q)) ≤ max(|p − x|, |q − y|). Figure 12 when dealing with a 1 × 1 section of the king's lattice. The shortest path would be across the red path, which is of length 1. The other distance between these vertices would be 2, which is achieved by going along the blue path. Recall that d K ((x, y), (p, q) ) is the length of the shortest path between the points (x, y) and (p, q) in the king's lattice. A path can be constructed between two points by using as many diagonals as possible, which can be determined by min(|p − x|, |q − y|). This has 3 different cases, when |p − x| = |q − y|, |p − x| > |q − y|, and |p − x| < |q − y|. When |p − x| = |q − y|, we will have |p − x| diagonals. This is because in the king's lattice if you go in the x direction by n, and in the y direction by n to get to a vertex, you will have path length of n + (n − 1). For the shortest path we can go through the path of length n across the diagonals, as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 (1). When |p − x| < |q − y|, we will have |q − y| diagonals, since there is not a path of diagonals in the lattice to get to the desired vertex. Therefore, we can use as many diagonals as possible. Then, the remaining length of the path is max(|p − x|, |q − y|) − min(|p − x|, |q − y|), as shown in Figure 13 (2). This argument follows for when |p − x| > |q − y|, as shown in Figure 13 (3) . Figure 13 . Different cases for distance from two points.
Proof. First consider
We now find an efficient dominating pattern on the king's lattice for varying t and r = 1.
Theorem 5.5. Let t > 1 and r = 1. Then an efficient (t, 1) broadcast domination pattern for the infinite king's lattice is given by placing towers at every vertex of the form
where x, y ∈ Z.
Proof. We must show that placing towers at each of the vertices of (x(2t − 1), y(2t − 1)) dominates the infinite king's lattice efficiently for (t, 1). We do so by using Remark 5.2 and by calculating distances from vertices to towers. In Figure 14 , each green square represents the broadcast zone of each of the towers, which are represented by the black nodes. The green shading represents all the vertices within the broadcast zone that receive sufficient signal. Since we tile the lattice using these towers' broadcast zones and the tiling is uniform throughout the lattice, we can focus our attention to the following 6 towers placed at positions Now, we consider the distance of any vertex in the infinite king's lattice to a nearby tower. Given the symmetry of the tower placement and their broadcast zones it suffices to consider an arbitrary point (a, b) between 4 towers as in Figure 15 . Moreover, to simplify our argument we assume v 0 is placed at (0, 0). Note that this determines the placement of v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 at (2t−1, 0), (2t−1, 2t−1), and (0, 2t − 1), respectively.
By construction we know (a, b) satisfies −(t−1) ≤ a ≤ 3(t−1)+1 and
When (a, b) = ((t − 1), (t − 1)), then we have
Figure 15. Four towers in king's lattice.
Thus, in both of the previous two cases (a, b) will receive signal at least 1 from v 0 . Suppose that t − 1 < a ≤ 3(t − 1) + 1 and
When (a, b) = (3(t − 1) + 1, (t − 1), then we have
Thus, in both of the previous two cases (a, b) will receive signal at least 1 from v 1 . Suppose t − 1 ≤ a ≤ 3(t − 1) + 1 and t − 1 ≤ b ≤ 3(t − 1) + 1. When (a, b) = (t, t), then we have Thus, in both of the previous two cases (a, b) will receive signal at least 1 from v 3 . Therefore, for any arbitrary vertex (a, b), there is a tower distance at most t − 1 from (a, b) and so every vertex receives signal at least 1.
We have the following result for varying t and r = 2 on the king's Lattice.
Theorem 5.6. Let t > 1 and r = 2. Then an efficient (t, 2) broadcasting domination pattern for the infinite king's Lattice is given by placing towers at every vertex of the form ((2t − r)x − y, x + (2t − r)y) with x, y ∈ Z.
Proof. We must show that placing towers at each of the vertices of ((2t − r)x − y, x + (2t − r)y) dominates the infinite king's Lattice efficiently for (t, 2). We do so by using Remark 5.2 and by calculating distances from vertices to towers. Observe in Figure 16 , each green overlap represents all the vertices that receive at least signal 2 and the red border of the each broadcast zone represents the vertices that receive signal 1. Now, so that all the vertices in each of the broadcast zones have at least reception 2, we need the borders of each broadcast zone to overlap. In Figure 16 , we plot 6 towers that represent the pattern using ((2t − r)x − y, x + (2t − r)y):
A at (0, 0) where x = 0, y = 0, B at ((2t − r), 1) where x = 1, y = 0, C at (2(2t − r), 2) where x = 2, y = 0, D at (1, −(2t − r)) where x = 0, y = −1, E at ((2t − r) + 1, 1 − (2t − r)) where x = 1, y = −1, F at (2(2t − r), 2 − (2t − r)) where x = 2, y = −1. Now, we must consider an arbitrary point (a, b) in the king's lattice. If (a, b) is a point and there exists v, where v is a tower, such that d K (v, (a, b)) ≤ t − 2 then by Remark 5.2 we know that (a, b) receives signal of at least 2 from the vertex v. Consider a point (a, b) such that d K (v, (a, b)) = t − 1 then (a, b) receives a signal strength of 1 from the tower at vertex v. This means that in order for the vertex (a, b) to receive enough signal it must lie on a second tower's broadcast zone. We claim such a tower exists, and call it v ′ . We must show that d K (v ′ , (a, b)) = t − 1.
By symmetry and to simplify the argument we assume v 0 = (0, 0). This implies that v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , and v 4 are placed at (−1, 2t − r), (2t − r, 1), (1, −(2t − r)), and (−(2t − r), 1), respectively. 
Open Problems
We now present several open questions on the (t, r) broadcast domination number of other graphs, including cycles and trees, which arose naturally in the course of our work.
We begin with a corollary to Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 6.1. Let C n be a cycle on n vertices. Then γ t,r (C n ) ≤ n + r − 1 2t − r .
In light of this result it is natural to ask the following.
